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About This Game

Guide the protagonist, Christian, through the ruins of Buenos Aires to discover the truth. What really happened 20 years ago to
destroy the city? Why can’t you remember anything since?

Team up with Victoria, your first ally, and Pablo, a new friend, to find out who you are and why you’re here. Only then will you
have a chance to reverse the disastrous events that destroyed the city as you know it.

Your adventure continues on the streets of Buenos Aires. It’s time for Reversion.

Features:

 Charismatic and mysterious characters

 Challenging puzzles to keep you hooked

 Wide variety of interactive objects in each scene

 Classic 2D graphics, as in the golden age of the genre

 Hand-drawn and digitally-colored animation

 Voice acting
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 Hints system to help you when you’re stuck
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Reversion - The Meeting topped the first part "The escape" in everyway possible. This time the player had to travel between
locations and had a lot more puzzles to work out. By this point of the story the cast of charcters is now building up with new
introductions. If you enjoyed part one then you'll love part two. We hit a cliff hanging climax which all fans love to see. A
personal favourite of mine is the music, especially the games main theme. It had been a week since I last played "The escape"
and I was waiting till I had money until I bought part two (obvioulsy) I downloaded "The meeting," loaded it up and was greeted
with the awesome theme. I had a grin from ear to ear. Reversion - The meeting is a really nice allround game, puzzles keep you
thinking and the story keeps you hooked. There is one problem though. There's a problem with the achievement you gain for
beating the game in under four hours. The game needs patched, it doesn't effect you enjoying the game which is a good thing.
Please patch the game 3F Interactive.. Reversion - The Meeting is a very good point-n-click adventure. It is part 2 and a
continuation of the story in Reversion - The Escape. It has nice graphics, an interesting story, decent voice acting, and okay
sounds. The puzzles aren't too difficult and seem logical. Chapter 3 is supposed to release this year (2018) to complete the
trilogy, hopefully it does. Overall a fun p&c game.. Hey wheres Chapter 3? This Chapter ended with a cliff hanger dude. This
game is great. I want MMMOOOORRREEE!!!. Yeah habis main... bole tahan lol. It is in my Top 3 favorite games! The best!

But, it puts me to think what it is with the others! (Maria, her boyfriend, The Doctor, the others)

I want to know! Make the next Chapter, please!. The game's okay. Ends with a cliffhanger. And Chapter 3 hasn't been released
since 5 years ago. The game is pretty much dead.. A short and low priced point and click adventure game, with a satisfied story,
graphics and puzzles that you have fan when solving.. i like cheese. I really enjoyed this. Wheres episode 3?
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I liked the first episode a lot better. This one was a bit boring and there wasn't enough dialogue or interesting situations. I am
glad to continue in the story though. It is definitely good that it is a $5 game as it is (which I got for $1.49 with the winter sale)..
A fun short point and click adventure game. Like the art style, and the voice acting is better in the 2nd chapter than the first. I
would try to buy on sale, not worth 5 dollars for 2 hours.. After playing the First Chapter of the game sequel. I can say that i
quite enjoy the game. However, when come to the price tag for the 2nd Chapter of the game. It not worth the money for what
you paying for, the game is quite short for the price to be worth of. If the 3rd Chapter of the game is cost as much as this one
and as short as this one, not going to spend any peny for it.. *Spoiler Alert*

Okay first of all loved the story and plot up until the whole time travel thing, I hate time travel as a plot for games, movies,
shows, anime and etc. Also here is one consistant problem throughout the game, I dont think he double checked the dialogue,
subs and the words over the objects in the game. In the part with the car if you take the car battery then he spelled it "batery" in
the subtitles. Also in pablo's hideout when you use the U.V. light he says that the word starts with an a S and all I see is a giant F
as the first letter, its not even close to S. Also the movement animations are so freaking dumb its hilarious. When the chubby
soldier unrealistically moves while holding his booty, when the maria chick runs and when you mass click an object your
character has a spaz attack XD. Over all like in the last game I liked the art, the background and I like how it has some historical
aspects to it. But the dialogue, by that I mean the voice acting sucked, other than the main character, they messed up on trying to
sound emotional and just made it kinda awkward. I would rate 7\/10 just because how hilarious this game was but also the
developer needs to fix the steam\/pause glitch. I was curious if some of the information he used in the game was accurate so I
paused the game and went into a steam window and when I came out of it my cursor would not appear. I couldnt even select
anything when I got into the game, all I could do was save and restart and that didnt even work. I almost beat the game and the
only save I had was the glitched out one, so I had to restart all over again and finish the game. All together it was a pretty good
game glitchy as hell, but freaking hilarious.. While I do recommend this cute little game for a good timewaster don't go in
thinking you will find a resolution to the story after the first chapter. It ends on a cliffhanger. Since this game came out in 2013
there doesn't appear to be a sequel in the works to tie up loose ends. I still don't know what happened. But for 50 cents during
the Steam Halloween sale I think it was worth it. Just wish they would have finalized the story.. A good game. It did not crash at
any time but had some slips when playing on Linux which made it impossible to finish the game in one case (some items that
should have been in the inventory from the beginning were not there and there was no way to get them). There are also some
minor translation mistakes when playing in English.

Gameplay is fun if you like Click&Point adventures. However, the game is split up in several chapters so one chapter is rather
short and riddles are not really hard to solve.. Second part of a trilogy takes one hour more to complete the story line, but it's still
very short and miserable.
5\/10. Can't wait for the 3rd chapter. Thank you for making this game, it's worth the price! Great job.. too short, not interesting
enough, bad translation\/voice acting.
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